Trails Plan
Taconic State Park

General Recommendations
- Refresh and install new trail blazes
- Improve signage and wayfinding at intersections and trailheads.

Coordinate with Friends of Taconic State Park to improve the Iron Works Heritage Trail.

Explore connection opportunities from Harlem Valley Rail Trail to Copake Iron Works.

Develop trail from kayak launch pond to South Taconic Trail.

Close and rehabilitate sections of Quinn Hill Trail.

Close Otsego Trail, South Taconic Trail.

Close social trail.

Close CCC Loop Trail.

Explore Hapuro Road Trail.

Install water control features.

Improve sections of South Taconic Trail.

Construct Rock Point Trail connection to parking area.

Close and re-route section of Alander Brook Trail.

Close and re-route section of Robert Brook Trail.

Close CCC Wells.

Close Otsego Trail to pond.

Close and re-route section of Alander Brook Trail.

Close Social Trail.

Close River Trail.

Close other sections of South Taconic Trail.

Close historic section of South Taconic Trail.

Close and rehabilitate sections of South Taconic Trail.

Close other sections of South Taconic Trail.

Close Community Trail.

Close hiking trail.

Close Nature Trail.
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